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BLACK LEADING 
FROM START 

TO FINISH 
As White Failed To Make 

Use Of "Thickness" 
Black—Nobuzo Yazaki (Captain, Tokyo Univ.) 

Sadayuki Shinkai (Captain, Nagoya Univ.) 

This is one of the finals between the two universities 
that emulated each other furiously for championship in the 
6th All Japan Students Collective Series. 

—Comment by Mr. Y. Murashima (7-dan)— 

Figure 1 (1—15) 
White, through the sequence 8 to 14, displayed "thickness" in exchange 

for sizable domain on the part of Black. Considering, however, that the 
very thickness has been spoiled to a degree by Black 15, he had better have 
followed the simple jo-se-ki as shown in Dia. 1. 

<1> 
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(Fig. 1) 
And yet, it was just and proper for Black to hold back his 15 one-point 

below, because it is not only unreasonable but even dangerous to get near the 
opponent's power. Black has every reason, here and now, to be contented 
with being moderate in extending along the left-side so as to impair or offset 
the merit of White's thickness. 

Figure 2 (15—30) 
White 16 and the rest, however, have merely helped Black cover the 

"thinness" or weakness between 1 and 15 by simply answering at 17 and 
15—too good for Black whose 15 was played, as already pointed out, too near 
the White's influence above. 

Dia. 2: White 1 here replaces his 16 in the figure and watches Black's 
movement. If Black, with an eye to the lower-side, extends, for instance, at 
2, then White resolutely marches into Black's area, say, at 3, to give a challenge 
to Black and make the most of his thickness above. If, on the contrary, 
Black directs his 2 to the left-side to provide against White's intrusion, White 
will be only too pleased to occupy the vantage point of 2. 

— 4 _ 



(Fi& 2) 

2 

<3> 

To Black 21, White attaches his 22 from "above", apparently turning 
his attention to the lower-side. 

Dia. 3: White 1 to replace his 22 in the figure and the sequence to 
follow up to Black 6 are among the joseki most commonly used and well 
known to you. 

_ „ 5 _ 



Dia. 4: Black's reaction at 2 and 4, however, involves a number of 
variations as White's next move is divided into the four points of "a", "b", 
"c" and "d", each of which attended with troublesome questions. 

Dia. 5: White 1 here instead of his 26 in the figure is rather normalcy. 
Dia. 6: White may also follow the sequence as shown here, provided 

his 3 is not captured by Black's "shi-cho" tactics. 

<4> <5> 
White 28, simply absurd. Not only his 26 has been thrown away, but 

his formation presents weakness of defence around the corner. 
Dia. 7: White 1 here to follow Black 27 in the figure is a must. Other

wise, he could not choose but to follow either of the last two diagrams. 
Where do you think is Black to p'ay, next to White 3? (Extension along 
the right-side) 

< 7 > <9> 
Dia. 8: Black 2 in place of the same in the last diagram leads, as given 

in the next two diagrams, to a bulky pattern handed down from of old, the 
sequence of which regarded almost inevitable. 

6 — 

8 

6 



<10> 
Dia. 10: The outcome is the contrast between Black's outward influence 

and White's actual gain. 

Figure 3 (31—43) 
The sequence from Black 31 up to White 40 constitutes one of josekis 

employed in general in both handicap and non-handicap games. 

(Fig. 3) 
Dia. 11: Black's meek answers at 1 and 3 have something to be desired 

as White is certain to extend, after 2, at 4 so to make ineffectual the Black's 
thickness near the lower-right-corner. 

_ 7 _ 



<11> <12> 

Dia. 12: Black 3 here in place of his 3 in the last diagram is offered as 
an alternative no less positive than his 31 in the figure. Next to White 4, 
the sequence Black "a", White "b" and Black "c" is almost sure to please 
Black with sphere of influence across the right-side no less enormous than 
in the figure. 

Dia. 13: White has replaced his 32 in the figure with 1 here. Black 
has no reason to be dissatisfied with simply answering at 2 and 4, because 
his 31 in the figure has done well in preventing White from extending along 
the right-side as in Dia. 11. If, next to Black 4, White puts pressure at "a", 
Black should not be displeased to answer at "b". By the way, if White 
replaces his 4 in the last diagram with 1 here, Black has only to reply at 4, 
the formation coming to one and the same with the present diagram. 

<13> 
<14> 

Dia. 14: Black 1 replaces his 33 in the figure. Don't you think the 
regular sequence up to Black 5 leaves much to be desired on his part as he 
has no backing on the upper-side to make the best of the outward influence. 

White was too weak-hearted in answering Black 41 at 42, though the 
exchange itself is considered normal in general. White, at this juncture, was 

- 8 — 



bound to play 1 as shown in Dia. 15 where he has only to content himself 
with meekly answering Black 2 at 3. 

Now, Black on his part went too far in directly intruding in the lower-
side at 43 in the next figure. 

Dia. 16: It is strange that Black has failed to take notice of 1 here which 
goes a long way toward enlarging his sphere of influence extending from the 
right-side to the center, while bringing pressure to bear upon White on the 
lower-side. 

Figure 4 (43—53) 
When White played 44 to see how Black would react, Black's answer 

at 45 was somewhat questionable. 
Dia. 17: Black had better connect at 1 instead. To White 2 which 

doubtless is not expected to follow immediately, Black has but to answer as 
the sequence indicates. 

18 

<17> 
Now, White must be said too conservative in strengthening his group 

at 48. If he had taken the offensive as shown in Dia. 18, no one knows 

- 9 
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(Fig. 4) 
what had become of Black's sphere of influence across the right-side. 

The exchange of Black 49 for White 50 aside, Black is best advised to 
replace his 51 with 53 even in this instance. 

Dia. 19: Next to White 2, Black may direct his 3 anywhere so to expand 
his sphere of influence all the same. 

White 52, the chance for him to make a counterattack at 1 in Dia. 20. 

<19> <20> 
Dia. 20: Though White 1 itself presents the undesirable shape of "vacant 

triangle", he is in a position to force Black to follow the sequence up to 8 
in the next diagram. 

- 10 — 



Dia. 21: Black in this situation could not expect to have an advantage 
over White with ease without his sphere of influence across the right-side 
being spoilt. 

<21> <22> 

Dia. 22: Even after Black 2 and 4 which apparently have worked well 
to stabilize his group for the time being, White has an aim at "a" which is 
sure to throw a shadow of uncertainty on the Black group. 

Dia. 23: If Black reacted at 2 ? Is he confident of success in tiding over 
the difficulty? Please take the matter into serious consideration. 

The Black group has been put in good order as he had the good luck 
to play 53 anyway. 

Figure 5 (54—73) 

White 54, just about the point very much to the purpose of encroaching 
upon the Black's sphere of influence. 

However, White 56 looks queer and awkward as well. 
Dia. 24: White could proceed to 1, utterly free from care. If Black 

edges in at "a", White has only to react one-point above, after exchanging 
his "b" for Black "c". If Black shifts his "c" to "d", White has no need to 
hesitate to jump at "c". 

Because of the clumsy move of 56, White has been forced to follow the 
sequence of 58 and 60, unshapely and bungling. 

- 11 — 
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(Fig. 5) 

<24> 

Black 65, a substantial play, to be sure. It had better be replaced, how
ever, by 73 so to make provision against White's desperate intrusion into the 
left-side. 

All the moves of White 64 and the rest were superfluous and unwanted, 
merely striking off the "after-taste" in many ways and helping Black feel 
reassured. 

— 12 — 



Dia. 25: This is only for your information. If Black, in a flurry, answers 
White 1 which replaces 68 in the figure with 2, White 3 works just well to 
sever the connection between the two Black groups. 

<25> <26> 
Dia. 26: White, however, will be found disappointed in his expectations 

by Black 2, the very move wanted in this case. 
Dia. 27: This is to indicate how the exchange of White 66 for Black 

67 has brought about nothing to White. White 1 here in place of 66 was less 
objectionable. 

White 72, definitely inactive and easygoing as well. White was bound, 
before everything else, to put on a spurt to make a raid on the right-side— 
the last opportunity for him to make use of the thickness above. 

<27> <28> 

Dia. 28: This is given by way of precaution on Black's part. Should 
he be so poorspirited as to be pleased with the connection maintained by 
the sequence up to his 8 in the next diagram, no one can tell what the final 
issue will be. 

Dia. 29: Supposing the sequence to follow Black 8, is he sure to save the 
situation ? Black 1 in the last diagram ought to be switched to the one-point 
jump at one-point-right above 5 in Dia. 28. 

— 13 — 



The thing has nearly been settled as Black played 73. Please make sure 
again of how White's thick "wall" above has been made ineffective by 
Black 73. 

Figure 6 (73—100) 

The sphere of influence White tried to build up has been neatly nullified 
by Black 81. 

(Fig. 6) 
Black 83 and 85 were rather "vulgar" and had better be replaced by 

simple 1 as shown in Dia. 30. 

— 14 — 
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Black 87 and 89 were both premature and untimely. He should have 
deferred them to later on. 

(Fig. 7) 
Black could advance his 3 to 1 in Dia. 31. What the sequence to follow 

in the next diagram means you ought to make out for yourself. 
White 4, how faint-hearted! What has made him hesitate to play one-

point above instead is just mysterious. 
White lost courage once again as he answered at 6 and 8. He must 

needs proceed to the lower-right corner and play 1 and 3 as shown in Dia. 33. 

— 15 

Figure 7 (101—155) 

30 
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<33> 

Dia. 34: After the last diagram, how the sequence shown here will do 
White good you are bound to make sure with ease. Even aside from the 
result of the ko-battle, please compare the present diagram with the next 
where the sequence shown is promised to Black 9 and 11. 

<34> <35> 
The difference in substance between the two diagrams is roughly 

estimated at no less than fifteen points. 
Black 9 and 11, the most profitable moves at this stage, have put an end 

to the game. 

Black wins by nine points and half. 
—White 156 and the rest cut out— 

- 16 — 
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Chief of the Police Board 
Challenges Veteran Player 

Akira Hasegawa (7-dan) 
Fout'Stone Toshio Eguchi 

Comment by Mr. Hasegawa 
— Amplified by Shimpei Ao\i — 

Figure 1 (1-14) 

Black Makes A Good Start 

Black's pincers at 8 was an unsparing counter-attack in this formation. 

( Fig. 1) 

19 — 



Dia. 1: If he answers at 1 instead, simply and easily, he will have 
difficulty in seeking extension along the upper-side suitable to the present 
disposition. Black 3 here next to White 2 leaves behind some anxiety about 
suffering White's intrusion at "a" any time. 

2 

<3> 
White 9 was a must in this instance. 
Dia. 4: White 1 to replace his 9 in the figure is certain to lead to the 

"joseki" up to Black 8 as shown here. Black's sphere of influence across 
the upper-side backed by the thickness up to 8 is quite satisfactory compared 
with Diagrams 1 and 2. 

Dia. 
<4> <5> 

5: If White, next to Black 4 in the last diagram, connects at 5, 

— 20 — 

Dia. 2: Black's extension at 3 here is also vulnerable to White's invasion 
at "a". If Black, after fully thinking over the situation, adopted the sudden 
and clever piece of tactics of 8, he is worthy of esteem. 

1 



Black has only to answer at 6. 
Dia. 6: White 1 to replace his 5 in the preceding diagrams is a move 

scorned in general as "vulgar", which merely helps Black's thickness or 
outer influence enlarge. Please make sure of the fact in the next two 
diagrams. 

<7> 
Dia. 8: After White has taken Black 4, Black has to connect, needless 

to say, at the right of 6. 
Black 10, an important point which affects the basis or foundation of 

both, to say nothing of a large profit obtained. 

<9> 
Dia. 9: White 1 to replace his 11 in the figure presses directly upon 

Black's single stone. Black, however, has no trouble in answering with 2. 
Black is in good shape any way as he, after provoking White to answer 

his 12 with 13, has laid out a large prospective territory across the upper-side. 

- 21 — 
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Figure 2 (15-40) 

Slack Move For The First Time 
White could not move his 15 one-point to its left: 

(Fig. 2 
Dia. 10: White will be troubled by Black 2 which works good in this 

nstance. 

<10> 
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Black 16, a light and easy way of dealing with the situation, while 
there is nothing worth mentioning in particular through the sequence Black 
18 to White 25, each move following a natural course. 

It is just mysterious, however, that Black has abruptly retreated from 
the battle-front and turned to the upper-side, and that to assume such a low 
posture as 26 on purpose. 

Dia. 11: If Black ever has an eye to the upper-side, why has he not 
advanced to 1 here, instead of lowering himself and giving in at 26 in the 
figure of his own accord ? Black 1 takes an aim also at "a" to cut the White 
group in two. 

White, availing himself of Black's retreat and poor courage, has dared 
to play 27 to sound out how Black will react. 

12 

Black, without self-confidence in answering at 1 both in Dia. 12 and 13, 
has been forced to submit tamely again at 28. Please make sure that White 
27 in exchange for Black 28 works well to dodge Black's aim at "a" as given 
in Dia. 11. 

Black's reaction at 32 was no poor play! For, should he fall back at 1 
in Dia. 14 instead, White is certain to surround the Black group at 2. 

Dia. 14: True, Black may not have much difficulty in finding safety 
itself of his group. And yet, how powerful White's outer influence will be! 

23 -
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<15> 
<14> 

Black could replace his 34 with 1 in Dia. 15, and his 3 next to White 2 
will be found to make a daring challenge. 

White's reaction at 37 and 39 was inevitable. If Black thoughtlessly 
connects his 16— 

Dia. 16: White 2 and 4 to follow are sure to reduce Black to extremity. 

<16> 

<17> 
If Black connects on the right of 3? Why, White has but to stick out at 
"a" to threaten Black's two stones (30 and 36 in the figure) to add to his 

— 24 — 



miseries. 
Dia. 17: Black 1 here to replace his 40 in the figure forces White to 

take Black's one stone, leading to the result up to Black 5, far more depend
able and steadier than in the figure. 

Figure 3 (41-78) 

Black Still In Good Shape, Local 
Minor Mistakes Aside 

Black 42 and 44, a last expedient, inevitable as well as undesirable. It 
has helped White to display no small influence around the center and made 
Black move about in confusion as the sequence to follow indicates. 

(Fig. 3) 
Black 48 and 50, both just unreasonable. He should have simply answered 

at 1 as shown in Dia. 18. 
Dia. 19: Black 1 here next to White 49 in the figure is a sheer thought

lessness. If Black, after White 4, plays on the left of 3 to capture the single 
White stone, White most certainly will play one-point to 4's right-above 
and no one can tell where this will lead us. 

25 



18 19 

Black had better simply follow the sequence 60 to 63, without exchang
ing his 58 for White 59. He could lie hard on White as shown in Dia. 20. 

20 

Dia. 20: White 6, both unreasonable and unwary. The sequence up 
to Black 13 has totally destroyed the White groups across the lower-side. 

Black cannot replace his 66 simply with 68. If he does so rashly, he 
will be involved in a scrape by White 2 in Dia. 21. 

21 22 

In contrast, Black 1 goes right in Dia. 22 where the exchange of Black 
64 for White 65 has been dispensed with. See the next diagram. 

Dia. 23: Black 7 will be found to deal the last blow on the six-stone 
White group. Well, you must always see to it that you do not paly, if 
possible, unwanted moves like Black 64 in the figure. 

Black showed presence of mind as he played 72 to defend the corner. 

— 26 — 



Please note how White's thickness has been made powerful around 
the center, while Black struggled to find safety for his large group. 

Black 78, however, was a nice move. It not only detracts from the 
merits of White's thickness but secured safety of the Black group, aiming 
furthermore at intrusion into the right-side. 

Figure 4 (79-100) 

Black 84, 86 Contradictory To Each Other 

(Fig. 4) 

— 27 — 
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Black has forestalled White in pressing upon the right-side at 82 to check 
the expansion of the latter's sphere of influence extending over the center 
and the right-side. 

Dia. 24: If Black meekly answers at 1 here instead of marching onward 
at 82 in the figure, White may play either 2 or "a" so to come by a sizable 
territory, though Black has nothing to worry about in fact in respect of ter
ritory put together on the whole board. 

<24> 

<25> 
B!ack 86, evidently inconsistent with his last move of 84 which valiantly 

plunged into the White's apparent sphere of influence along the right-side. 
Dia. 25: It was urgent necessity for Black to attach his 1 to White's 

single stone so to exert pressure on it and lower White's posture along the 
right-side. 

At the close of this figure, however, it cannot be denied that Black is 
far in the lead according to a rough estimation of both territories. 

Figure 5 (101-134) 

Entering Final Stage Of " Yo-se " 

White was hard hit by Black 14 which was so well-timed that it just 
decided the issue. 

Dia. 26: If White simply attaches at 1 here, without exchanging his 9 
for Black 10 in the figure? The relative merits of the results up to Black 12 

— 28 — 



(Fig. 5 ) # 2 2 fills in at 15 
in Dia. 28 and to Black 10 in Dia. 30 are left to your judgment. 

Dia. 31 is to be compared with the sequence Black 14 to White 23 in 
the figure. White 1 here takes into account the sequence as shown in the 
next diagram, the difference from the result in the figure coming to some 
eight points. 

— 29 — 
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<27> 

<28> 
<2 9> <30> 



<33> 
Black 26 should have been replaced by 1 in Dia. 33. His large group is 

completely safe without 26. 

Figure 6 (135-158) 

Last Problem Worth Consideration 
In Lower-Left Corner 

(Fig. 6) 

30 -
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Dia. 34: White 1 in place of his 35 in the figure could give rise to various 
questions. 

Dia. 35: If Black answers at 2, the sequence up to Black 12 in Dia. 36 
may hit most of you. 

Dia. 37: Black 10 here brings him profit of one point, you see. 
Dia. 38: After Black 14, and when the liberties of "a" and "b" have 

been filled in, White must connect at "c". 

Dia. 39: If Black replies at 2, the sequence up to his 8 in the next 
diagram is natural, coming to the same formation as in Dia. 36. Please 
remember Black 10 in Dia. 37 which works good here also. 

— 31 — 
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Dia. 41: Black has shifted his answer to what is shown here. The 
sequence up to Black 12 in Dia. 43 will be found proper for both (see Dia. 
45). White may turn his 9 here to the point of 10, and Black then cannot 
but take the two White stones, the result as shown in Dia. 44. 

Dia. 45: Black 1 to replace his 8 in Dia. 43 is just thoughtless, because 
it courts unconditional death as indicated here. 

Lastly, Black 44 and 46 were not only uncalled-for but harmful moves 
as they merely detracted the value of his 58. 

<46> 
Dia. 46: Black, after exchanging his 1 for White 2 first, plays 3. If 

White cuts one-point above 1, Black's "te-su-ji" of. "a" will be found to work 
well. 

(158 moves—the rest omitted) 
—Black wins by eight points. 

— 32 — 





Japanese Landscape Gardens 

The Japanese are great lovers of nature, and it is no wonder that Japanese 
landscape gardening is very closely connected with the art and life of the 
people. The important characteristic of Japanese gardens is their expression 
of the essence, rather than a mere representation, of nature. 

The size of the gardens is diverse, ranging from thousands of acres to those 
only a few square feet in area or less. In the crowded tenements they may 
be nothing more than wooden shelves on which flower pots and " bonsai" or 
dwarfed trees are arranged. But no matter how small the space, utmost care 
and attention are paid to them revealing in many ways the skill of the people 
in bringing the beauties of nature closer to their everyday lives. 

The gardens of Japan have long been classified into two general types, 
the hill garden and the flat garden, the former featuring hills and ponds and 
the latter a flat area. For many centuries the main garden on the south side 
of a mansion was invariably in the hill style, the flat style being only used 
for smaller gardens situated in cramped places. The two styles thus developed 
side by side, but with the introduction of the tea ceremony and the creation 
of tea ceremony rooms, the flat style made great progress. 

In a flat garden, stones, trees, stone lanterns, water basins and wells form 
the important decorative elements. It is believed that the scenic features of 
the sea, the lake, or the pond are taken as the model. The most famous 
example of flat gardens is at the Ryoanji Temple, Kyoto, where, enclosed 
by a low wall on three sides, fifteen rocks of varying sizes are grouped on 
a flat piece of ground covered with white sand. There is not a single tree 
or shrub, but the trees outside the walls and the distant view beyond serve 
as a background. On the other hand, there are hill gardens which consist 
principally of water in the shape of a lake or lagoon. The garden at the 
former Shiba Detached Palace, now known as Rikugien and the property of 
Tokyo Metropolis, is an example of a garden formed round a lagoon. 

Korakuen Garden, 2.5 kilometers east of Okayama Station in the Chugoku 
district, is situated on the east bank of the Asahi River. It is one of the 
three most celebrated parks in Japan, along with the Kenrokuen at Kanazawa 
and the Kairakuen at Mito. The garden, which covers about 115,000 square 
meters, was laid out in 1786 by Lord Ikeda, the daimyo of the province, 
and has pavilions, ponds, cascades, magnificent trees and graceful contours. 
Maple-trees, cherry and Japanese apricot groves afford beautiful contrasts 
in their respective seasons. 

Color Photo : Korakuen Garden 
in Okayama City, West Japan 

Japan National Tourist Association 
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TAISEI 
CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD. 
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Principal Products: 

• Pumps 

• Fans & Blowers 

• Hydraulic Turbines 

• Oi l Hydraulic Machines 

• Refrigerators 

• Water & Waste Treatment Equipment 

. Chemical Processing Equipment 

3 ,800 K W Blower for Sintering furnace 

installed in Tobata Plant, Yawata Iron & Steel Co 

EBARA MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
( K K E B A R A S E I S A K U S H O ) 

Head Office: 
Haneda Asahi-cho, Ota-ku 
Tokyo, Japan 
Tel : Tokyo (741) 3111, 1111 
Cable Address: 

EBARAMAIN TOKYO 

T o k y o O f f i c e : 
Asahi Shinbun Bldg., Chiyoda-ku, 
Tokyo, Japan 
T e l : Tokyo (201) 1331, 6771 
Cable Address: 

EBARACO TOKYO 

This mark is Most Reliabl&t^^m 

Top maker of ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f c 
Hydro and Aero ^Machinery 

Mammoth Pump! 
5,000HP Dredge Pump for 

Dredging and Expansion of 

Suez Canal 



Primary Class-Room 

Life and Death 

Basic Type No. 7 

Dead, If White Is To Play. 

Dia. 1: Let us begin with failures. 
To White 1 here, Black answers at 2 without question. 

<1> <2> <3> <4> 

Dia. 2: Should he respond at 2 here, the sequence to follow up to 
White 7 in Dia. 4 will be seen to finish off the Black group clear. 

Dia. 4: Black "a" to follow White 7 does no good. 
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Dia. 5: White, after Dia. 1, cuts at 3. The sequence to follow up to 
White 9 in Dia. 8 is just self-explanatory. 

< 5 > < 6 > < 7 > < 8 > 

Dia. 9: White 7 next to Black 6 in Dia. 6 is a blunder which merely 
helps Black 8 work good, unlike in the last diagram. 

<9> <10> 

Dia. 10: A ko-struggle has resulted. Life or death of the Black group 
hinges on the outcome of the struggle. Now, White fills in the ko, when 
he has won the struggle. Then, if Black captures the five White stones? 

<H> <12> 
Dia. 11: Where White is to play his finishing move you are bound to 

make sure of without difficulty. Five points in this formation is of no use 
for making two eyes. 

Dia. 12: Black 8 to replace the same move in Dia. 9 is just suicidal as 
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White is certain to play 9. 
Dia. 13: Black 6, a correct answer to White 5 in Dia. 6 as it leads to 

an inevitable ko-fight whether Black next plays below 7 or two-point to the 
left of 7. 

<13> <14> <15> <16> 

Dia. 14: How about this sequence from Black 6 to White 9 in Dia. 16? 
It is more disadvantageous to Black as the fight, unlike Dia. 13, is not 

a direct one. 

<17> <18> 
Dia. 17: White fills in at 11, needless to say, to settle the ko-fight. 
Dia. 18: Black 8 is just suicidal, because the vacant point of "a" cannot 

work good to lead to a "se-ki" (stalemate) situation. 
Dia. 19: White 1, apparently a "te-su-ji". The sequence, however, up 

to Black 6 in Dia. 21 has come to the situation little different from Dia. 13, 

<19> 
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that is, a ko-battle advantageous to Black. 

<20> <21> 

Dia. 22: The same as Dia. 16. 
Dia. 23: White 1 is the correct answer, the "one-two" point in the 

corner often referred to already. 
Dia. 24: The same as Dia. 2. 

<22> <23> <24> 

Dia. 25: The sequence from Black 2 here up to White 7 in the next 
diagram is just self-evident. 

Dia. 27: If Black played 4 next to Dia. 25? Why, White has only to 
follow the sequence as shown in the next diagram. 

<25> <26> <27> <28> 
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Dia. 29: Black 4 to follow White 3 in Dia. 25 is a move somewhat 
delicate, White's proper answer thereto left to your study. 

<29> <30> <31> 

Dia. 30: White 5 next to the last diagram is a reckless move which 
merely helps Black jump for joy as White 7 in the next diagram is simply 
nonsense. 

Go Game 
Correspondence Course! 

How skilled are you in the art ? 

Just pay us $2.00 and sed us your actual scores, and you will 
surely make good progress in your game ! 

Your scores (please mark at least 100 moves) will be 
sent back with brief comments in English after being 
reviewed by our expert professional players. 

* Scoring paper (a 100 sheet pad) is available 
for $ 0.70 including postage. 
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TOYO MENKA KAISHA, LTD. 
H e a d O f f i c e : No. 1, 3-chome, Koraibashi, Higashi-ku, Osaka 

T o k y o O f f i c e : No. 2, 3-chome, Otemachi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 

N a g o y a O f f i c e : No. 18, 6-chome, Temmacho, Naka-ku, Nagoya 

O v e r s e a s O f f i c e s , R e p r e s e n t a t i v e s & A f f i l i a t e d Compan ies 

New York, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Chicago, Calexico, Dallas, Houston, Portland, 

Montreal, Mexico, Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Buenos Aires, Santiago, Lima, Mon

tevideo, London, Rotterdam, Hamburg, Dusseldorf, Paris, Milano, Moscow, Cairo, 

Nairobi , Accra, Lagos, Addis Ababa, Johannesburg, Damascas, Jeddah, Teheran, 

Baghdad, Karachi, Dacca, New Dehli, Bombay, Calcutta, Rangoon, Vientien, Phnom 

Penh, Saigon, Bangkok, Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, Didkqrtd, Surabaja, Medan, Melbourne, 

Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Manila, Taipei, Seoul, Naha, etc. 

EXPORTERS I IMPORTERS 



9)aAaJLu, tfie "&a Saint" (*) 

In the long list of master Go players in the long history of the game of 
Go in Japan, few or none excels Dosaku, Hon-In-Bo the Fourth, in respect 
of reputation and skill. Dosaku has been respectfully called by the name of 
"Go saint". 

The First Hon-In-Bo was great in that he laid the foundation to the 
prosperity which the Go circles in Japan subsequently enjoyed, by causing 
the birth of "Go-dokoro", and a Government subsidized institution which 
helped the Go players, among others, with material support in the form of 
annual allowance. 

Dosaku, however, may be said great in that he actually contributed to 
the development of modern technique in Go. It is Dosaku himself that 
developed board-wide technique, now called the "Dosaku school", while prior 
to Dosaku the Go technique concerned only to local warfare. Such as 
"sangen" or "three-point pincer-attack" is attributed to Dosaku. With the 
advent of Dosaku the game of Go made a revolutionary change and the skill 
of the subsequent players made a great stride. 

Dosaku was born in 1645 in the western Japan. His ancestry dates back 
to Lord Matsuura who later adopted at the family name "Yamazaki", the 
name of the place to which he retired. Dosaku was born as the second son 
of Zen-e-mon Yamazaki who had three sons and two daughters. Dosaku's 
younger brother was also good at this game and later inherited the House 
of Yasui, one of the four houses of master Go players, and called himself 
"Inseki the Third". 

In his boyhood Dosaku was called Sanjiro and he was really a very bright 
boy. At the age of seven he learned how to play Go, and as he grew older 
went up to Edo (the present Tokyo) to study Go under Doetsu, Hon-In-Bo 
the Third. At this time the House of Yasui was the most prosperous of the 
Go houses and the master of that house, Sanchi, was the most popular of Go 
players. Dosaku was advised to join the Yasuis, but he preferred Doetsu as 
his teacher because he believed that the House of Hon-In-Bo was the head 
of all Go houses. 

Doetsu instantly perceived a great genius in this unusual youngster. 
Rapidly Dosaku made great stride in his skill and his teacher entreated 
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Dosaku's father to give his son into the house of Hon-In-Bo. At last his skill 
surpassed even his teacher. 

When Doetsu emerged victorious in the twenty serial games fought 
against Sanchi Yasui, it was rumoured that Dosaku's back-up was the cause 
of victory. The House of Yasui, the opponent in the game, appears to have 
been responsible for the rumour, but the rumour is not likely to be entirely 
unfounded, since when such important games were fought in those days it 
was customary that each party mobilize his disciples to study and find out 
the best possible moves, as such was possible because games used to be 
continued for days without the time limits. 

When Doetsu resolved to retire from active life, he wished to make 
Dosaku the Fourth Hon-In-Bo. Doetsu formally appealed to the authorities 
that Dosaku would be made "meijin" and be appointed the "Go-dokoro". 
Whereupon the Jisha Bugyo who was in charge of this kind of business 
summoned all the master Go players for consultation and in the presence of 
all but Sanchi who did not appear on the pretext of illness, it was announced 
that Dosaku would be appointed the "Go-dokoro". To this gathering Sokei 
Ohashi was also invited to be the witness in the capacity of Shogi-dokoro, a 
distinguished position in the Shogi (Japanese chess) circles equivalent to Go-
dokoro. 

To this appointment nobody objected. This is a very rare case, since it 
was usual that Go players vie each other for the position of "Go-dokoro", 
even at the risk of their health and life, as we will describe in the later issues 
of this article. 

JjQAamA,\ pome wtivi ^uaacna xsvwumhlcm, 

After he became Go-dokoro (1678) Dosaku swayed the whole Go circles 
in Japan with his unprecedented talent and his unrivalled virtue and whole
some character. Go technique made a great progress under him. The new 
Go technique he developed is called the "Dosaku school" as stated before. 
The model formulas he invented are now established as "joseki" or formulas 
of Go technique. His fame flew even beyond the sea. In 1682, the ruler of 
Loochoo let the top Go player in Loochoo, Peichin-Hamahika, accompany 
the envoy to Japan who was to visit Japan to present the tributary gifts. 
Through Lord Shimazu an appeal was made to let Hamahika play with 
Dosaku. With the permission specially granted by the Shogunate Govern
ment the game was played at a handicap of four stones for Hamahika. But 
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the game ended in an easy victory for Dosaku. This was the second time 
that a foreign player played Go with the top Japanese player, the first one was 
played with Sansha, the First Hon-In-Bo. In the case of the game with 
Dosaku the player insisted to play with three handicap stones, because his 
predecessor played with Sansha with three stones, but Dosaku rejected the 
request for the reason that the skill of the Go players in Japan was now far 
advanced as compared with the players of Sansha's days. 

Figure 1 

@ takes, @connects 
Figure 2 
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Nikon 
The many eyes of Nikon 
The N I K O N fami ly of f ine cameras and special ized technical lens equip

ment is famous the w o r l d over for superior qual i ty developed under high 

N I K O N standards. 

The ultimate in design. Fully automatic 35mm single-lens reflex with mechanically 
coupled built-in CdS exposure meter. To give maximum versatility the photomic is 
suitable for the complete line of Nikkor lenses from 21mm through 1000mm and 
Auto Nikkor Zoom. 

NIPPON KOGAKU K.K. T O K Y O 
J A P A N 

Manufacturers of world famous Nikon products: 
NIKON CAMERAS • NIKKOR LENSES • BINOCULARS • TELESCOPES • MICROSCOPES ■ 
SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS • OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 'OPTICAL GLASSES 



Miss Oyama's Last 
Game In The States 

Black Fights Well 
From Start To End 

Toshiko Oyama (3-dan) 

4-stone Hugh Thompson 

Comment by K. Sato (5-dan) 

Figure 1 
This game was played at Nippon Club in New York,, 

April 6, 1963. 
Mr. H. Thompson who took lessons from Miss Oyama 

has made a remarkable progress. 
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He has advanced from 6-stone to 4-stone handicap 
during her stay in New Yor\. 

FIGURE 1 

Black 10: Advisable to be replaced with 1 in Dia. 1. It is "well-
balanced" with Black 6 in the figure, with an eye on "a". 

Black 14: Rather unfavorable, because it brings about White's invasion 
at 15. Had better be replaced by 1 as shown in Dias. 2 and 3. Both of them 
are advisable "Toseki" in this case. 

Dia. 1 

Dia. 3 

Dia. 4 
Black 22: The sequence up to Black 28, though safe and secure, has 

resulted in a rather unsatisfactory formation for Black. Here, an alternative, 
more positive and offensive, is offered in Dia. 4. 
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Dia. 6 

Dia. 5 ©connects 
Dia. 5: White's reaction at 4 gives no trouble to Black. 
White 31: Had better be replaced by 1 in Dia. 6, with an aim at "a". 
Dia. 6: White 1 here works so that his "a" may not be captured by the 

"shicho". The four Black stones marked with ▲ will be found threatened 
with unrest. 

Dia. 8 
White 35: Though White got no small gain by capturing two stones, 

he had to be troubled much by Black 36. 
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Dia. 7: White 1 in place of her 35 in the figure will be seen going a 
long way toward preventing the expansion of Black's sphere of influence 
across the upper-side, whi'e saving his two-stone group from hardships. 

Black 40: Now is the time for marching upon the White group at 1 
in Dia. 8. Black will be able to gain an advantage with ease through the 
sequence from his 1 to 7 in the diagram. (Commentary on the development 
in Figure 2 and 3 given up for want of space.) 

F i g u r e 2 
I n t a k e s ko, ® d i t t o , ^ c o n n e c t s ko 

F i g u r e 3 
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THE JAPANESE ARTERY OF STURDY BUILD 
The expressway now under construction wi l l run through the mainland of Japan to meet 
the expectations of the industrial c i r c l es—DACON for concrete reinforcement developed by 
A M A G A S A K I IRON & STEEL MFG. CO., LTD. is playing a key role vigorously and incessantly 
in the construction work . 

D A C O N ' s "Five Features are recognized as the fruits of the world's top-level technique. 
D A C O N is being exported to the Soviet Union, Hongkong and other parts of the wor ld , to say 
nothing of the domestic market . D A C O N being used in modern buildings, bridges and road 
building—all for land development—, ensures the maximum of ef f ic iency at the minimum of 
construction cost, thus fu l f i l l ing its heavy responsibilities. 

THE FIVE FEATURES OF THE MOST ECONOMICAL BAR DACON 
1 . H IGH STRENGTH 

The high strength of DACON enables you to 
decrease the size and number of bars, to draw 
up better plans, to cut construction cost by 3 0 % , 
and also to reduce the weight of each structure. 

2 . UNIQUE SHAPE (DESIGN REGISTERED) 
Its unique transverse zigzag ribbed surface 
eliminates waste o f hooks, lap joints, etc. and 
provides excellent bonding with concrete.-
In addit ion, its f lex ib i l i ty 2-3 times higher than 
conventional deformed bars ensures the ftiaking 
of crackfree, outstanding structures. 

EXCELLENT DURABILITY 
The outstanding material, high strength and unique 
shape of D A C O N add to the durability of structures. 

G O O D WELDABILITY 
Made of excellent ki l led steel containing special 
chemical components, D A C O N can be welded 
most ef f ic ient ly by means of either gas or 
e lect r ic i ty . 

ENOUGH COLD & HEAT-RESTSTANCE 
Made of special k i l led steel ingot manufactured 
using high-standard technique, D A C O N keeps its 
physical properties unaffected by the intense cold 
or heat. 

AMAGASAKI IRON & STEEL MFG. CO., LTD. 
OSAKA, TOKYO, AMAGASAKI 
KURE, SAKAI 

Cables: "AMASEITETSU OSAKA" 
"AMASEITETSU TOKYO'-



FACETS OF GO THEORY (9) 

Trifles That Matter 
BY TOSHIRO YAMABE 

8-dan 

When humming a charming tune or hearing a song with a pleasing 
rhythm sung, you often beat time with your hand before you are aware of 
it. This involuntary action is expressed in Japanese with the word "tebyoshi". 
"Tebyoshi" is also often the case with an actual game of Go. You will as 
often as not make a careless move on the spur of the moment, which proves 
the first check in the development of the game and you will shed tears of 
chagrin at the final loss. 

There may also be cases when you go on keeping time to a song in spite 
of yourself, though for a short while, even after it comes to an abrupt break. 
Similarly, you are apt to play quite unintentionally, spurred on by your 
opponent's moves. This is a case of what you may call "tebyoshi" in a Go 
game. So, there will be no case of "tebyoshi" when you are fighting a 
desperate battle. On the contrary, "tebyoshi" comes out when the tide of 
war is turning in your favor or when your plays are smoothly made accord
ing to your plan of operations. Here also does the old Japanese saying 
"Katte kabuto no o o shimeyo (Tighten the helmet-strings when in victory)" 
hold true. Keep this in mind even when you play Go. 

Tedius arguments aside, what you need is "close attention throughout 
the game". Always try to be careful and think out the best move, and you 
will be proficient in the art. Victory will always be yours. 
Figure-I 

Of course, Black is first to play. Black is doomed to death when left 
alone, so you must play so that you can get a life. But how? 

Dia. 1: Great pains seem to have been taken over this formation of 
Black's which is almost alive. There is now a fair prospect of life in it. 
You have thought and thought till you finally get this shape and once you 
are almost safe, you will feel greatly relieved and be off your guard. Black 
1 is a natural move when you are in such a mood. Your intention is just 
to have two "eyes" with ease and in safety. Then White 2 and Black 3. 
Sure, you have now got a life. But, please note Black 1 is a play of "tebyo-
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shi", never a correct one. 

Figure 1 Dia. 1 
Dia. 2: Black 1 is the best move to secure "life". You will no longer 

have to answer White 2. You are now quite safe, so White may not play 
it immediately. 

Dia. 2 Dia. 3 Dia. 4 
Dia. 3: If White remains idle, then Black can creep out to 1 and upon 

White's defense move of 2, make a jump at 3 to eliminate the latter's territory 
by "sen-te". You will now see what you have thus gained is far greater than 
that in Dia. 1. By the way, White 2 is the best response. 

Dia. 4: This diagram is shown here just for your reference. Black 1 
is rather an avaricious play, for the whole formation will be killed by White's 
counter-moves of 2 and 4. 
Figure-II 

Here, too, Black is first to play. However, White will not be killed by 
any move of Black. The question is how to cover up the gap at "a". 
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Figure 2 Dia. 1 

Dia. 1: First let us see how things will go if Black remains idle. The 
sequence from White 1 to Black 6 shows White's "sen-te yose", which Black 
wants to hinder. 

Dia. 2: The tactless move of Black 1 is a bad play made by "tebyoshi". 
White 2 is good, as White can play elsewhere at Black's next move of 3. 
Later when Black plays at "a", White has only to answer it with "b" and 
Black is obliged to play "go-te". If Black 3 is skipped, the results will be 
as in Type-I.. . 

Dia. 2 Dia. 3 

Dia. 3: White will gain great profit by the sequence from White 1 
to 7. Well, then, how should black play? 

Dia. 4: Black should play at 1. This is the best move. Just try to tell 
the reason before you proceed to the next diagram. Also check how effective 
Black 1 is. 
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Dia. 4 Dia. 5 

Dia. 5: There is no better play for White to make than White 2. 
Suppose Black plays at 2, the whole White group will be exposed to the 
danger of being captured. The sequence from White 2 to 6 is a series of 
absolute moves and strange enough, Black seized the initiative with his play 
at 5. Compare this diagram with Dia. 2, and you will see the difference 
by full one move (or the difference between "sen-te" and "go-te"). This 
tricky play came from Black 1 in Dia. 4. If you could play "sen-te" when 
otherwise you would be compelled to play "go-te", it would mean, in a 
certain way, that you could make two consecutive moves. 
Figure-Ill 

Black is to play first. If White plays at "a" instead, the two groups of 
White will be connected with each other. How should Black prevent their 
connection ? 

Figure 3 
Dia. 1: If this configuration appears in an actual game, not in such a 

question form as this, nine out of ten of you will not fail to play at Black 1, 
by which you will force White to take Black's two stones with his 2. Then 
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you will pounce upon the lower White formation with 3 or "a". This process, 
however, cannot be said the best, for there are such counter-measures as in 
the next diagram yet to be devised by White. 

Dia. 1 Dia. 2 
Dia. 2: White plays at 1 and answers Black 2 with his cutting move of 

3. It needs no explanation that the sequence will lead to a "ko" struggle. 
It is true White will have a tough game, but this chance of having a "ko" 
battle will serve White as a powerful relief. 

Dia. 3: Then how about Black 1 ? There will be no "ko" fight, but 
White will make an escape at 2. This is the worst play. 

Dia. 3 Dia. 4 Dia. 5 

Dia. 4: Black should play at 1. If White tries to get out with his 2, 
Black can annihilate the whole enemy group in the corner. 

Dia. 5: Consequently, if Black plays at 1, White must take the two 
Black stones away with his 2, thereby hindering the possible connection of 
Black groups completely and then starting his further attack on the lower 
group. By this process Black will be able to force White into a hard fight 
and maintain a far superior position. 
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Shin-ebetsu Steam Power PI 
(under construction) 

Service Facilities (as of the end of Mar., 1963) 

(1 ) Hydroelectric Power Plant: 54 
Max. Power ■. 393,126 KW 

(2 ) Steam Power Plant: 4 
Max. Power 546,000 KW 
Total Power 9 3 9 , 1 2 6 KW 

Authorized Capital : ¥ 25,000,000,000 

THE HOKKAIDO ELECTRIC POWER CO., INC. 
1-2, Odori Higashi, Sapporo, Hokkaido, Japan 



THE YASUDA 
FIRE & MARINE ESTABLISHED: 1( 

INSURANCE COMPANY, LIMITED 

Head Office : 
6, Otemachi 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 

All classes of Insurance excepi Life 



WORLD-WIDE FREIGHT SERVICES 
ALSO 

EXTENSIVE TANKER OPERATIONS 
LINER SERVICES 

Far East /New York Line 
Far East / U. S. & E. Canada Line 
Far East / Pacific Line 
Far East/U. S. Gulf Line 
Far East / Caribbean Sea Line 
Japan / Pacific Coast Caribbean 
Sea Line 
Japan / Alaska Line 

Far East/West Coast of C. & S. 
America Line 
Japan/Hongkong/Saigon Bangkok Line 
Bangkok/Persian (Arab.) Gulf Line 
Japan / Nakhodka Line 
Japan / South & West Africa Line 
Japan / Australia Line 
Japan / Indochina Line 

KAWASAKI KISEN KAISHA, LTD. 
T O K Y O , KOBE, J A P A N 



Fundamentals 
Of the Opening Stage 

No. 13 

BY KENSAKU SEGOE 
Honorary 9-Dan 

1. HOW TO REDUCE A LARGE FRAMEWORK 

Dia. 1 

Dia. 1: Black has built up a sizable framework between his upper 
solid formation and lower two-space extension. It is only natural that he 
should gain more or less real territory from this framework. The problem 
is how White can minimize such an otherwise tremendous enemy territory 
in a most efficient way in connection with the whole situation. Anyway in 
this overwhelming enemy sphere of influence, White must be satisfied with 
preventing Black from constructing a bulky territory—it is never favorable 
for White to intrude deep into Black's such domain only to suffer his severe 
attack and affect the whole situation. Now, White's mild, proper way of 
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reducing from 1 to 5 (or "a") constitutes a formula in a situation like this— 
he is already free from Black's pressure or envelopment. Should White be 
instead so greedy as to invade "b," it will be most difficult for him to handle 
the situation when Black presses at the point "c," 1 or 3. In addition, Black 
is warned not to play "d" in the place of 2 because his lower extension falls 
into a sort of "overconcentration" going against the principle "three-space 
extension from two-stone vertical." 

Dia. 2 Dia. 3 
Dia. 2: If Black covers his gigantic framework with the point 5, the 

framework will have turned into a large real territory. Now is, therefore, 
the high time for White to start reduction. His strike 1 at the shoulder of 
the Black formation is applicable to this case as well. White 1 to 7 forms 
another formula of reduction—the moves also help him make his outside 
"thick." As for Black 2, refer to the last sentence in Dia. 1. 

Dia. 3: A variation of this sort. 

Dia. 4 
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Dia. 4: One more example. White should play 1 to 5 before Black 
covers himself with "a" (which will reject White's such cunning reduction 
up to 5) or jumps to "b" (which will threaten White's possible 1 by pressing 
at "a" or thereabouts). White 5 is to place this upper arena to a pause for 
the time being, but if Black long neglects the arena the chances are that the 
former will sever and attack the latter by hooking to "c." 

TV K D i a - 6 

Dia. 5 
Dia. 5: In this situation, White may also invade "a" since Black's upper 

formation is "thin" as compared with those in the preceding diagrams. But 
in general it is safer and more favorable for White to take his usual course 
from 1 to 7. If Black makes no answer to White 7, he is advised to play 
"b" at an appropriate time for further reduction or attack. 

Dia. 6: Another case of the preceding diagram—White's last play 9 
may be turned elsewhere according to circumstances. 

{To Be Continued) 
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A CAREFUL LOOK 
AT THE NEW JAPAN 
Nomura Securities Explains Its Expanding Economy 

In Japan, as in all modern industrial nations, the 
securities market quickly reflects the general 
health of the economy. The foreign trade 
balance, of course, is of extreme importance. 
And the increased liberalisation of foreign 
exchange payments had a pronounced effect. 
Japan's industrial expansion continues, but 
at a slower rate than just a short time ago. 
Too-rapid growth leading to over-investment 
in new equipment and facilities has been 
undergoing correction. 
Nomura Securities, one of Japan's oldest 
and most experienced investment brokerage 
houses, can offer you careful analyses of any 
phase of the economy prepared by trained 
research specialists. These experts know that 
Japan's market is more than merely charts 
and figures. Please write if you are inter
ested in comprehensive details. 

THE NOMURA SECURITIES CO., LTD. 
HEAD OFFICE: 1-1 TORI, NIHONBASHI, CHUO-KU, TOKYO 

CABLE ADDRESS: "NOMURASHIN" TOKYO TELEPHONE: (211)3973/6 
NEW YORK OFFICE: 61 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 6, N.Y. 

CABLE ADDRESS: "NOMURASHIN" NEW YORK TELEPHONE : BO (9) 2895 



Six Decades of 
Industrial Financing 
Since 1902, the Industrial Bank of Japan 

has consistently p layed a major role in 

f inancing the development of basic 

industries through extending long-term 

credits, offering aggressive aid in the 

introduction of foreign capital by 

Japanese enterprises and fostering the 

growth of the domestic bond market. 

This year, t h e b a n k ce lebra tes its 

6 0 t h a n n i v e r s a r y of b a n k i n g 

service—a history of service paral lel ing 

the "economic miracle" of Japan. 

THE INDUSTRIAL BANK 
OF JAPAN LTD, (N|pp0N K0GY0 G | N K °> 

Head Office: Marunouchi, Tokyo, Japan 
New York Rep. Office: 30 Broad Street, New York A, N.Y. 

Frankfurt Rep. Office: Frankfurt a. fk;, Eschersheimer Landstrasse 9, F.R. Germany 
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^■Kj ress Goes Hand in Hand with Steel-Yawata Steel. 

The finest raw materials, modern 
manufacturing facilities, advanced 
technology, extensive industrial ex
perience—all these add up to make de
pendable Yawata Steel the best buy. 

■ ■ ■ . : : ■ . . ■ ■ . . ■■■:• ■ : ■ . . . . ■ ■ . ■ -

Y A W A T A I R O N & S T E E L C O . , L T D . 
HEAD OFFICE: TOKYO-JAPAN CABLE ADDRESS: YAWATASTEEL TOKYO 



People once said Micro TV might happen 
in the Seventies. Sony research and engi
neering made it happen a year ago. This 
revolutionary set weighs just 8 lbs. and 
is about the size of a telephone, yet it 
outperforms standard receivers in both 
sensitivity and durability. And it plays 
anywhere . . . on its own rechargeable 
battery, 12v auto/boat battery, or AC. 

You can put the Micro TV beside your 
bed, on your desk, in your boat, car, den, 
patio or picnic basket. High fidelity 
sound is always assured. Epitaxial tran
sistors—the powerful, sensitive type used 
in advanced electronic equipment—give 
it a matchlessly sharp, clear picture. See 
it at a Sony dealer. Be among the many 
enjoying the Set of the Seventies today. 

RESEARCH MAKES THE DIFFERENCE 

micro 

you go 
take Micro TV 

MODEL 
5-303 



Today's international businessman 
knows where advantages lie, and that 
it is best to deal with an experienced 
bank that is constantly abreast of the 
latest moves. H e knows that the Mitsui 
Bank is equipped to meet every modern 
business need with a unique combina
tion of rich experience, an old tradition 
of dependability, and a newly-construct
ed, centrally located Head Office that 
brings a new dimension of banking 
efficiency to the Fa r East. 

THE MITSUI BANK, LTD. 
Head Office: 
Yurakucho 1-chome, Tokyo, Japan 
Overseas Branches: 
New York . London . Bangkok . Bombay 
106 branches throughout Japan 



..^O" Maxims and Terms 
(No. 5> 

A. "NESTING CRANE" 

Dia. 1: White's three stones marked A can find no escape from Black's 
grip. White has jumped to 1 in vain to become a "nesting crane"—a white 
crane is lying within a black nest. 

Dia 1 Dia. 2 
Dia. 2: Black has caught White on the hip from 2 to 6. The crane 

is called the most auspicious bird—in this case, the bird smiles on Black. 

B. EMPTY TRIANGLE 
Dia. 3: Black has hooked to 1 only to make a typical awkward forma

tion or a triangle empty of an enemy stone at "a." He should have jumped 
to "b" instead of 1. 

Dia. 3 Dia. 4 

Dia. 5 
Dia. 4: Black may also play like this according to circumstances. 
Dia. 5: This process often appears in the handicap game. Black 2 

and 4 force White into an "empty triangle." 
Dia. 6: Black 1 here is a very good play combining attack with de

fense—pay attention to White A. 
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Dia. 6 Dia. 7 
Dia. 7: This "empty triangle" (Black 1, 3 and 5) exceptionally makes 

a good formation to break through White. 

C. LIFE HINGES ON A LIBERTY 
The value of a liberty touches the heart of any player. A liberty filled, 

a life lost. 
Dia. 8: White has made a rash move 1 to lose a single but most valuable 

liberty and be deprived of his four stones including 1 and 3. 
Ref. Dia. 1: White can simply capture Black's three stones by 1 and 

3 thanks to one liberty "a." 

Dia. 9 
Dia. 8 Ref. Dia. 1 

Dia. 9: Should Black play elsewhere after this 1-2 exchange, it is fatal 
to his three left stones—the order of White "a", Black "b" and White "c" 
is in store for Black. 

Dia. 10: One more case showing us the dreadfulness of a liberty. 
Black is often seen playing 1 to be followed by White 2. 

Dia. 10 Dia. 11 
Dia. 11: But Black's otherwise completely secure corner is now destined 

for a fatal "Ko" from White 1 to Black 4—unless he makes any defensive 
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move in "Gote." 

D. A POOR GAME HAS NO LIBERTY 
This proverb stresses a beginner's tendency to like filling liberties. 
Dia. 12: This is just the case in point—Black 1 and 3 have only helped 

White secure himself. 

Dia. 12 Ref.Dia. 2 
Ref. Dia. 2: Black 1 here severely flanks White to pinpoint "a." 

E. "UNDER-THE-STONE" TACTICS 
This is one of masterpieces in local tactics—especially in life-or-death 

engagements. 
Dia. 13: White could surely capture Black's three stones (marked A ) 

as seen here up to 3. 
Dia. 14: But this time White's three upper stones (marked A ) are 

dramatically destined for capture by Black 1 here under one of his three ones 
marked ▲ in the preceding diagram. 

Dia. 15 

Dia. 14 

©on ® 
Dia. 15: Another case of the "under-the-stone" tactics. In this diagram, 

the tactics is Black's only means to get a life against White's cut 1. 
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Ref. Dia. 3: Shows Black's failure. 

Ref. Dia. 3 
Dia. 16 

©on©, ©on© ©on © 

Dia. 16: One more example. White's several upper stones are doomed-
to capture by Black's last play 7 under his original 3. 

F. ONE EYE VERSUS BLINDNESS 
It is clear that even one eye is far better than blindness. It is also the 

case with "Go." 
Dia. 17: This is a life-or-death engagement in the corner. Formally 

speaking, Black and White have three and four liberties, respectively; that 
is, the latter must be one tempo ahead of the former in this engagement. 
But in fact, "eyeless" White to play first and lose the battle because of "one 
eye" on Black's side. 

Dia. 17 
Dia. 18 

Dia. 18: Another case of one eye's decisive victory. When Black plays 
"a" to have one eye like White, this corner leads to a stalemate. But if 
White preoccupies "a" to make Black eyeless, the latter's corner stones will 
only meet their death calmly. 
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Ref.Dia. 4 
Ref. Dia. 4: However, this principle depends on circumstances. In 

this diagram, for instance, "eyeless" Black outplays "one-eyed" White in case 
the former is blessed with enough liberties. 

G. "COMB" 

Dia. 19: Black has descended to 1 to make a "comb" as his only 
formation to reach a life in this case—White "a" is of no use before Black 
"b." The technical word "comb" applies only to such a formation along 
the side. 

{To Be Continued) 
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A brand new car inside and out ..the sensational ISUZU BELLEL is an 
outstanding achievement in superb engineering and dynamic styling. Size 
is the optimum ..a 'just the right size' compact that's easy to handle and 
park, yet big enough for legstretching comfort. Unitized body with short 
overhand gives you matchless roadhugging stability. ISUZU, leader in 
diesel powered vehicles in Japan, has designed a sturdy 55-HP flat torque 
engine to power the BELLEL. You have a choice of the 55-HP diesel or 
a 72-HP, 85-HP or 95-HP gasoline engine for economy, stamina and 
responsive power. For crowded downtown traffic or highspeed highway 
driving, the BELLEL offers you superlative performance and economy. 
See your ISUZU dealer for more information on the BELLEL...the most 
exciting car of the year. 

SUZU BELLEL 

ISUZU MOTORS LIMITED 
Shinagawaku. Tokyo, Japan Cable address: ISUZU TOKYO 

■ ■ . LJco l^NcU 

to Surprise You... 
Pleasantly 



LOSS OR GAIN? 
When a game has reached the final "Yose" stage, we often hear either 

player (Black or White) say that he has lost or gained certain points. But 
this is just to refer to the calculation of loss or gain in a certain local place 
in the "Yose" stage. Therefore such calculation will help form the basic 
material for proceeding with the "Yose" stage in good order. 

Today, thanks to the untiring effort of the past fifty or sixty years' study, 
we can make accurate account of losing or gaining points in the "Yose" stage. 

According to a Go expert, in the old days it was a long cherished dream 
of Go-players:—"How nice it would be if we could play "Yose" moves with 
a complete knowledge of loss and gain calculation!" Now at present, the 
study of how to play "Yose" moves may be said to have almost successfully 
attained its aims. 

Considering that the study of loss and gain calcu'ation is just confined 
to the "Yose" stage at present, I am sure that the study will be directed, in 
the near future, towards the opening and middle stage moves. 

Here I take one example and explain how you will be benefited by 
studying the loss and gain calculation method. 

It is generally said that in case you take lessons from a professional by 
deploying five or six handicap stones, you ought to be far in the lead, say, by 
about twenty points superior, by the time a game has reached the "Yose" 
stage. 

Provided you are equipped with some knowledge of the loss and gain 
calculation method, you may be able to locate where you suffered a loss and 
where you gained a profit. In other words, you can understand the reason 
why you failed to maintain your superior position. For instance, you know 
two point gain here against three-point plus four-point losses in other places 
will reduce your twenty-point advantage to fifteen-point advantage. 

If it is that you lost a game unconsciously, you will never be able to 
improve your skill. I think it is necessary to give a clear definition to the 
words "Loss and Gain" which are vaguely used among "Go" players. 

Now, here I give a brief remarks on the loss and gain definition by 
quoting a few examples. 

(1) The Case in Which the Loss or Gain Problem Arises 
When you lead your opponent by one point and maintain that superior 
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position to clinch the game, you may say that you have gained one point. 
And the converse is also true. What I want to stress here is that you should 
never use the words "Loss or Gain" except when an actual result came out 
either favorable or unfavorable to you. 

"You would have gained two points if you had shifted this move to 
so-and-so" is the remarks you may often come across when you played a 
so-called wrong move. I hope you never use such an expression for the 
following two reasons. 

Firstly, it is doubtful, from the point of an overall battle, whether you 
could come out a winner of the game or not, due to the so-called two-point 
better play. In other words, such an advice during a game may often lead 
a player to an erroneous notion as if the result of the game came off two 
points in his favour. 

Secondly, a loss or a gain argument on a move which was not actually 
played may make you feel as if there existed a gain or a loss in reality. I 
think, therefore, that such an argument should be confined to only a move 
which has actually been played. 

(2) To Miss a Proper Move Invites Loss 

Now let us look into the study of what I investigated about the loss and 
gain problem. 

It goes without saying that if you find a proper move that brings you 
gain in the course of a game, you ought not to miss the play. 

Therefore, it is as clear as day that you ought not to think you made an 
extra gain when you played a proper move in time. An inevitable retribu
tion for your negligence of having failed to play a due move is a loss on 
your part. 

You should know that all other moves that are improper prove to be 
your disadvantage. 

Even if you played a proper "Yose" move that is not so familiar to you 
amateurs, you should not think you did quite nicely out of that move. 

<1> 
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Dia. 1: Black 4 here is a poor move as all of you readers are well aware, 
for it merely brings on White 3 and 5 as shown in the next diagram which 
Black cannot but answer with 6 and 8. 

Dia. 2: Needless to say, White has the sente. 

<2> <3> 
Dia. 3: Black's answer at 4 is the only move to dodge White's 5 and 

7 as his sente, the difference in Black's territory from the last diagram coming 
to two points. 

But, Black 4 in Dia. 3 is nothing other than a proper move and, there
fore, you should never deem it a gain even if you so played. In this example 
your consideration is required to be given to the move of 4 that has actually 
been played. 

Do you know how to decide whether the move you played is a gain or 
not ? A loss or gain decision can be made only when a really played move is 
compared with a correct move. A correct move is a move which is played 
as the very best. As I said before, playing a correct move that you can find 
is a matter of course and, therefore, it has nothing to do with a matter of loss 
or gain. So, you should not think that Black gained two points for his 4 in 
Dia. 3. Since the answer at 4 in Dia. 3 is the very best in this case, it can 
be said that Black 4 in Dia. 1 inflicted him two-point loss. In other words, 
two-point loss to Black is at least a reality so far as this instance is concerned. 

Dia. 4: What do you think of Black 1 and 3 here? 

<4> <5> 
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Dia. 5: Black simply plays 1 and watches for a chance to play 1 and 3 
in the next diagram. If White answers one-point below 1, Black, as a matter 
of fact, has the sente. 

<6> <7> 
Dia. 6: The sequence up to White 4 has brought two-point gain to 

Black. In other words, Dia. 4 will be found to prove to be two-point loss for 
Black as compared with this diagram. 

Dia. 8: The correct way of playing here for Back is 1 and 3. 

<8> <9> 
Dia. 9: In due time after the last diagram, Black plays 1 to force White 

give in as shown here. White cannot answer Black 1 directly at 3 without 
being exposed to the danger of a ko-battle which affects the life of his group. 

Now, if B ack moves his 3 in Dia. 8 one-point above, then White will 
feel at ease to press Black 1 at 2 as in Dia. 10, which means two-point loss 
for Black. 

<10> 
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<11> 
Dia. 11: When I was young, I remember I had played 1 and 3, followed 

by White 2 and 4. The sequence necessitated me to end up with my con
nection at 5 thus causing me four-point loss when compared with Dia. 9. 
The loss to such as amount as four points will have not a few effect upon 
the game itself as a whole. 

(3) Neither Losing Not Gaining 

Not a few people think that Go game has a character that both players 
are doomed to get either loss or gain. I think it is because that they do not 
happen to hear the words "Not a loss but not a gain". 

It is necessary to note that in Go game you are often placed in such a 
situation as you make neither a gain nor a loss. We call such a situation as 
"Jigo' or a drawn game, and if it is the case in "Sumo" or Japanese traditional 
wrestling we call it "Hikiwake". In Go game too, we have three cases, 
namely, a win, a defeat and a draw. 

I believe we can not make an abrupt conclusion about which case is 
most probable. 

This means that in Go game we have so many cases of a drawn game. I 
hope you to remind what I said in section (2), namely, if you find a proper 
move that bring you gain, you ought not to miss the play. The best move 
(the correct way of "Yose") means a move which effects neither a loss nor 
a gain. There is another not a loss but not a gain case that I should like to 
mention in the next section. 

(To Be Continued) 
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These diamonds are a businessman's best friend 
The company they stand for, Mitsubishi Shoji, helped 5,000 different firms do $1,150,000,000 
worth of import-export business in Japan last year. This was possible because Mitsubishi 
Shoji is Japan's largest general trading company handling everything from consumer goods 
to heavy industrial equipment. It was possible because MSK maintains a 3,500-man head 
office in Tokyo with 100 domestic and overseas offices each staffed with experts on Japan's 
industries, commerce and foreign trade. It was likewise a result of the fact that MSK 
enjoys a long association with other Mitsubishi enterprises (30 of Japan's largest corporations). 
Put Mitsubishi Shoji's proven ability to work for your firm. For complete information write : 

General Importers & Exporters 

MITSUBISHI SHOJI KAISHA,LTD. 
Head Office : Mitsubishi Shoji Bldg., Marunouchi, Tokyo 
Overseas Trade Network : 60 major cities of the world 



WORLD'S FASTEST GROWING 
MAJOR ECONOMY 
Today, all over the world, astute investors 
are finding exciting investment opportunities 
in Japanese industry. 

And providing these investors with the most 
complete brokerage advisory service available 
is one of Japan's largest brokerage houses, 
Yamaichi Securities Co., Ltd. 

Specializing in : 

□ Public sale of stocks and bonds through 
underwriting. 

□ Trading of stocks and bonds in all ex
changes in Japan. 

□ Establishment of funds and sale of invest
ment trust shares. 

For information contact any of the 112 
Yamaichi offices in Japan, New York, and 
Hawaii. . 

YAMAICHI SECURITIES CO., LTD 
Underwriters, Distributors, Brokers & Dealers 

Head Office: Kabuto-cho, Nihonbashi, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, Japan. Tel: 671-1101 Foreign Div. 671-3992. 
Cables: MONTONESCO TOKYO: Telex : TK 2505. 
Osaka Office: Imabashi, Higashi-ku. Osaka. Tel: 202-2112. 

U. S. Affiliate: YAMAICHI SECURITIES CO. OF NEW YORK, INC., I l l Broadway, New York 6, N. Y. 
Honolulu Branch: 1123 Bethel Street, Honolulu, Hawaii. 



THIS EMBLEM STANDS FOR DISTINCTION & 
QUALITY IN COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 

K E C 
MECHANICAL FILTERS 

FEATURES 

1. Needle-sharp selectivity 
2. Extreme stability. Proof against 

shock, vibration, humidity, and 
temperature changes 

3. Compact, lightweight 
4. No adjustments after wiring 

■ ■ 

KOKUSAI ELECTRIC COMPANY is a leading manu

facturer of ISB, SSB and FS transmitters of power 

ratings suitable for internat ional service. 

KOKUSAI ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 
(KOKUSAI DENKI K. K.) 

Head Office ; No. 9, Nishikubo-Sakuragawa-cho, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan. 
Cable Addrjsss : " SINESHIBA " Tokyo Branches: Osaka and Fukuoka 

iegrafica Brasileira, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. (Photo 
by courtesy of " Radiobras", Rio de Janeiro) 



Tee 
No. 6 

QUESTION I : 
B'ack and White are pitted against each other, dominating the north

east sector and the southwest segment respectively. Should Black strengthen 
his own gigantic framework or invade White's vast sphere of influence? 

Question 1 (Black to play) 

Answer 1: Black's best answer is "a." Even if White invades either 
the upper or right side, Black can severely attack the invader and hunt out 
it towards the center while naturally constructing a bulky, substantial territory 
on the other side and paving the way for intrusion into White's large frame
work. Black's "Kogeima-jimari" (knight-play corner enclosure marked ▲ ) 
is the solidest of all the corner enclosures but has a weakpoint at "a"; that is, 
the "Kogeima-jimari" is prevented by White "a" from developing towards 
the center. In a word, Black "a" can be said to be the pivot of his northeast 
position for its consummation. 
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Answer 1 

QUESTION II : 
Black "a" is conceivable as his greatest "Ooba" (ideal extension to the 

side in the opening stage), but isn't there any more urgent "vantage point" 
to control the whole situation? 

Question 2 (Black to play) 
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An swer 
Answer 2: Black 1 here not only dominates the central arena but also 

makes White's upper group thin or even precarious. Should the vital point 
be preoccupied by White, the control of the center will come to his hands 
at once. 

QUESTION III: 

Question 3 (Black to play) 
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To be sure Black "a" is the last, greatest "Ooba" left to him, but his eyes 
must be focused on White's large, powerful framework swelling from the 
left side towards the center. 

Answer 3 
Answer 3: Now is the high time for Black to cap White with 1 and 

reduce his large framework. If Black first extends to "a" (to be followed 
by White "b") and then plays 1, the latter's counter-capping "c" will severely 
press 1 in cooperation with "b.' 

QUESTION IV: 

Question 4 (White to play} 
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The situation is just entering the middle-stage. Where is White's point 
of vantage? 

Answer 4-a: White 1 here expands his leftward framework while paving 
the way for the reduction or invasion of Black's upper territory. If Black 
preoccupies the point 1, he has much possibility of overwhelmingly expand
ing his upper domain by playing "a." Moves from Black 2 to 6 show a most 
likely process after White 1. 

Answer 4 —a Answer 4 —b 

Answer 4-b: White 1 here (instead of "a") is really substantial so far 
as the partial territory is concerned, but Black 2 to 6 will press White along 
the left side while building up a powerful outward infulence. (Black "b" 
is also possible in the place of his 2,) 

QUESTION V: 
Black has extended to ▲, neglecting the defense of his lower precarious 

group. White should not hesitate in giving a vital thrust to Black's such 
group. 

Answer 5-a: White 1 and 3 are his exquisite plays in this case. The 
Black formation has been miserably broken into up to White 5. 

Answer 5-b: Shows White's failure. What is worse, this process up to 
6 leaves him a serious crack at "a." 
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Question 5 
(White to play) 

Answer 5 —a Answer 5 —b 

Question 6 (Black to 
play) 

Black is requested to find some skilful tactics making the most of his 

Answer 6 —a Answer 6 —b 
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Answer 6-a: Black should play diagonal to 1. In case White defends 
with 2, his corner group will have simply passed away up to 5. 

Answer 6-b: If White protects himself with 2 here, his four lower stones 
are to be deprived of. 

QUESTION VII: 
White 1 is aimed at his advance to the center and attack on Black's three 

upper stones at the same time. Black's tactless answer 2 (to be followed by 
White 3) only helps White's such planning. How should Black 2 be? 

Question 7 
(Black to pi ay) 

Answer 7 

Answer 7: 
1 to 7 here. 

See Black's cunning "Ko" means to block up White from 

Question 8 
(Black to play} 
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Black 2 is a gross mistake as his answer to White 1— the latter is already 
viable with 3 along the left side. How to play instead of Black 2? 

mtE 
Answer 8 

Answer 8: White's trick has been simply frustrated by Black's tactics 
from 1 to 5 here. 

QUESTION IX: 
How should White intrude into this Black corner? 

Question 9 
(White to play) 

Answer 9-a: White's clumsy crawl 1 gives Black a 14-point territory 
with 2. 

Answer 9 —a Answer 9 —b 

Answer 9-b: White's skilful intrusion from 1 to 5 succeeds in reducing 
the Black territory to ten points. 
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QUESTION X: 
Should White simply crawl to 1, his intrusion comes to a full stop before 

Black 2. Recall tactics in the preceding question. 

Question 10 
(White to play) 

Answer 10: White 1 here is just the point in this case—a point shorter 
than the so-called "monkey's slide" in Answer 9-b. 

Answer 10 
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Like so many others, President Jiro Sakaguchi (5th Dan) of 
Nippon Rayon Co., Ltd., reserves precious moments from 
his busy schedule to relax with go. 

H'R'C NYLON 
NIPPON R A Y O N CO.,LTD. 

In business since 1926 
Head Office : Imabashi, Higashi-ku, Osaka Cable Address : NIPPONRAYON OSAKA 

Tokyo Office : Yaesu, Chuo-ku, Tokyo Cable Address : NIPPONRAYON TOKYO 

Principal Products : NYLON, POLYESTER, RAYON and Related Products Thereof 



HAKONE NATIONAL 
P A R K 

Take the super express 
"Romance" car—fast
est, smoothest, most 
comfortable connection 
between Tokyo (Shin-
juku) and Hakone 

H A K O N E Ropeway service 
linking Sounzan 
andTogendai via 
Owakidani 

ODAKYU 
ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO. 



Kurobe No. 4 Arch Dam—The damsite is in the Kurobe Valley in Japan's Northern 
Alps. This world's third thighest arch dam will be 186 meters high with a storage 
capacity of 199,290,000 tons. The underground powerhouse, 10 km downstream, 
is capable of generating 258,000 kW. 

Top-Most Builder in Japan 
MAIN BUSINESS LINES POWER DEVELOPMENT: Hydroelectric Power Plant & Dam, 

Thermal Power Plant, Tranmission Line. 
GENERAL CIVIL WORKS: Airfield, Highway, Tunnel, Railroad, 
Bridge, Harbor, River Improvement, Mine Development, Pneumatic 
Caisson Work. 
GENERAL ARCHITECTURAL WORK 

General Contractors, Civil Engineers & Architects 

HAZAMA-GUMI, LTD. 
P R E S I D E N T : M A N N O S U K E K A M B E 

HEAD OFFICE: 1-1, Aoyama Minami-cho, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan 

Te l . : Tokyo ( 4 0 8 ) 2 1 7 1 - 8 CABLE ADDRESS : H A Z A M A G U M I TOKYO 
BRANCHES : Sendai, Nagoya, Osaka & Fukuoka 

ESTABLISHED: 1889 



T/ff TOUGH ONE HAS A LIGHT TOUCH 
Toyopet Tiara is the tough one — 
built to take it on any kind of road. 

Yet it's probably the easiest, 
lightest-handling car you ever drove. 
You could park it with one finger. 

The rattling-est rough roads won't 
shake up a Tiara because it has all 
this: welded, uniframe construction; 
tight, taut fit of every precision part; 
torsion bar suspension to smooth 
away bumps. 

Power? The Tiara's 65 HP, 
1500 cc motor accelerates like a 
jack-rabbit, keeps you cruising at 
100 KPH all day long. Its fuel 
economy, even in heavy' traffic, is 
hard to believe. (A special 2-barrel 
carburetor is one reason for the 
remarkable mileage.) 

Practical yes, but beautiful, too ! 
In its deep, rich finish, its line, its 
careful appointments, Tiara provides 

a luxury far beyond its price. And 
plenty of room for five adults and 
their luggage, too. 

Only Toyota, Japan's largest auto
maker, could make a car that gives 
so much for so little money. If you're 
in the market, you owe it to yourself 
to trial-drive Tiara. There's a dealer 
nearby, ready today with your Tiara 
—and complete parts and service 
always. 

ITOYOTA 

TOYOTA MOTOR OF JAPAN 



V"'RAND STEEL C O R P O R A T I O N 
Main OHiee: 2035/1 Wakinohama-cho 3-chome, Fukioi-ku.Kobe 

Coble Address: "KAWATETSU KOBE" 
"RIVERSTCORP KOBE" 

Tokyo Branch: Tokyo Building, 3 Morunouchi 2-chome, 
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 
Cable Address: "RIVERSTCORP TOKYO" 

New York OHiee: 26, Broadway, New York 4, N.Y., U.S.A. 
Tel. Whitehall (4) 3584 
Cable Address: "KAWATETSU NEW YORK ' 

LOS ANGELES OFFICE: 530 West 6th St. Los Angeles 14, 
Calif., U. S. A. 

Steel is the key ti^mmWik ■ \ i ' '<" 

Main Product*: Plate, ̂ l & t f o T * fcWlUd SHeetsWSfcjp,1 Galvanized 
Sheets, Silicon Steel/Shafts &,$trj# Stajnljess Stedk\wro$',< Bate/Wire.; 
Ropes, Welding .Elefcfrodes. if.Other Products.■ W)\ f.L! i l\\ \ \ 

KAWASAKI 



ABSTRACT CALLIGRAPHIC RENDITION OF MT. FUJI 

COMBINING LONG EXPERIENCE 

WITH A YOUTHFUL SPIRIT, 

THE FUJI BANK BRINGS YOU 

EFFICIENT, PERSONALIZED BANKING SERVICES 

DIRECT FROM IMPORTANT TRADE CENTERS 

THROUGHOUT JAPAN. 

JAPAN'S LARGEST COMMERCIAL BANK 

THE FUJI BANK ^D. 
Head Off ice: Tokyo, Japan 

Branch offices throughout Japan: 191 

Overseas Offices: London, New York and Dusseldorf 

Representative Off ice: Calcutta 



GENERAL IMPORTERS & EXPORTERS 

C H O R I 
C O M P A N Y , 

LTT>. 
HEAD OFFICE: 32 Azuchimachi 4-chome, Higashi-ku, 

Osaka, Japan. 
CABLE ADDRESS : CHORITRA OSAKA 
OVERSEAS OFFICES: New York, Caracas, Diisseldorf, Mom

basa, Bombay, Lahore, Karachi, 
Singapore, Djakarta, Saigon, Manila, 
Johannesburg, Hongkong. 



MAIN LINES 

Mineral Ores & Intermediates • Iron & Steel 
Non-Ferrous Metals • Electric Wires & Cables 

Electric Equipment • Machinery & Industrial Plants 

Nucleonics • Chemicals • Fertilizers • Cotton & Textiles • Sundries 
Transportation Equipment • Aircraft & Accessories 

Grain, Oil & Food • Cement & Glass • Fuel Oils & Lubricants 

■ Overseas Offices in principal cities of the world 

Gener & 'ixpo r̂l ♦ SUMITOMO SHOJI KAISHA, LTD. 
Head Office : 15, 5-chome, Kitahama, Higoshi-ku, Osaka, Japan Tel. 203-1221 

Tokyo Office : 8, 1-chome, Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan Tel. 211-0111 

Serving 
the World 
through 

Foreign Trade 



con f i dence 
Getting across small bridges can be pretty 
treacherous. Even while walking you have 
to be sure-footed. These lads are crossing 
a foot bridge on motorcycles. But, they are 
confident that their Hondas will take them 
across without a mishap. Leading the pair 
is the Honda 250 SCRAMBLER .. a rugged 
bike that can negotiate any situation. Its 
24 horsepower engine has the highest output 
of any motorcycle in its class. Yet it is 
small enough to get into even the most 
remote spots, with ease. Behind the SCRAM

BLER is the versatile Honda 55 TRAIL.. a 
smaller motorcycle, but with big features. 
It packs a load of 110 kilograms. And, 80 
Kilometers perliterof gasoline is real economy. 
(That's pure gasoline .. not a special mix
ture.) No wonder real outdoorsmen are 
partial to Honda motorcycles. 

World's Largest Motorcycle Manufacturer 

HONDA. 
HONDA MOTOR CO., LTD. 5 6 YAESU, TOKYO, JAPAN 
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